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§ To be)er understand the magne4c structure and evolu4on of interplanetary coronal mass ejec4ons (ICMEs) 
in situ, it is useful to track individual ICMEs measured over varying scales and separa4ons. 

§ Previous studies have u4lised ICME catalogues to search for conjunc4ons between spacecraG observing the 
same event within 1 AU (Good et al. 2019, Salman et al. 2020). 

§ A recent catalogue of ICMEs iden4fied at Juno (Davies et al. 2021) during its cruise phase to Jupiter (1-5.4 AU) 
provides an opportunity to study ICMEs over wider heliocentric distance separa4ons.  

§ In this study, we iden4fy ICME conjunc4ons with Juno by matching features in the magne4c field data 
with those observed by MESSENGER, Venus Express (VEX), STEREO, and Wind, covering 0.3 to 2.2 AU. 

§ We iden4fy a total of 35 conjunc4on events, 7 of which had not been iden4fied in Davies et al. 2021. 
§ We inves4gate the global expansion of ICMEs by tracking how the magne4c field strength changes with 

distance and compare this to the local expansion measured at 1 AU. For events with magne4c flux ropes, 
we inves4gate the orienta4on of the flux rope axis as they propagate. 

Figure 1: Overview of spacecra3 posi4ons and in situ data for an example 
event observed by Venus Express, STEREO-A, and Juno in November 2012. 

Figure 2: Overview of la4tude (le3) and longitude (right) separa4ons with 
radial separa4on between Juno and corresponding spacecra3.

Figure 3: Variation with heliocentric distance of the mean magnetic field strengths of each 
event observed at Juno and at least one other spacecraft. 

Figure 4: Dimensionless expansion parameter at 1 AU, ζ (local expansion) vs. the radial 
dependency of the mean magnetic field with heliocentric distance for each event pair, α 
(global expansion).

§ Back-propagated events iden7fied at Juno by Davies et al. 2021.
§ Also worked forwards from previously catalogued events 

(Helio4CAST, Salman et al. 2020, Richardson et al. 2010) to establish 
links with signatures in the Juno magne7c data that may not have 
been previously iden7fied. 

§ 35 mul7-spacecraN events were iden7fied: 34 were observed 
by a spacecraN near 1 AU, 7 were also observed by either VEX 
or MESSENGER. 

§ Widest radial separa7on between VEX and Juno of 1.48 AU.
§ 31 of 42 conjunc7ons longitudinally separated by less than 10°. 

§ The varia7on of ICME magne7c field strength with heliocentric distance provides 
a measure of global expansion. 

§ Sta7s7cal rela7onship of mean magne7c field strength: radial dependency,           
α = -1.40, consistent with previous studies conducted using Ulysses data e.g.
Richardson et al. 2014, Liu et al. 2005, and Wang et al. 2005. 

§ The mean of all individual fits (posi7vely expanding): α = -1.46 ± 0.53. 
§ High standard devia7on demonstrates the large spread in radial dependencies 

calculated for individual events.

§ The dimensionless expansion 
parameter provides a measure of the 
local expansion of an ICME: 𝜁 = !"
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§ 𝜁 is independent of distance and 
found to be related to the global 
expansion as 𝑟%&' .

§ Despite the best fit following the 
expected rela7onship between the 
two parameters, they are weakly 
correlated. 

§ 10 events with magne7c flux ropes were iden7fied and fit 
using a linear force-free model. 

§ 40% display a significant change (|Δθ|> 45° or |Δφ| > 60°) in 
flux rope orienta7on with increasing heliocentric distance. 

§ This is consistent with 38% of flux rope events found to have 
significant changes in orienta7on between MESSENGER and 
1 AU by Scolini et al. 2021.

§ We have iden7fied 35 mul7-spacecraN ICME events. Most 
were observed by Juno and one other spacecraN at 1 AU 
(Wind, STEREO-A, or STEREO-B), 7 of which were observed by 
a third spacecraN (MESSENGER or Venus Express). 

§ There is a large variability in radial dependencies calculated 
for individual events.

§ Local and global expansion parameters are weakly correlated.
§ 40% of ICME flux ropes iden7fied display a significant change 

in orienta7on as they propagate beyond 1 AU.

Figure 5: The linear force-free (LFF) flux rope fitting results (red) and 
magnetic hodograms for the same example event presented in Figure 1. 
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